AP Capstone: Higher Ed Credit and
Placement Policies

How are students recognized?
 Two levels of distinction are available to students who earn qualifying
scores of 3 or higher on AP Capstone assessments and additional AP
Exams, providing an opportunity for students to distinguish themselves in
the college application process.

Students who earn scores of
3 or higher in AP Seminar
and AP Research and on four
additional AP Exams of their
choosing will receive the
AP Capstone Diploma™.

Students who earn scores of
3 or higher in AP Seminar
and AP Research will
receive the AP Seminar and
Research Certificate™.

Some of the 300+ colleges and universities that have
endorsed AP Capstone as a valuable admission credential
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What does Higher Education say?
 More than 300 colleges and
universities now have credit
policies in place for AP Capstone
courses
 The AP Capstone experience is
most valuable for students seeking
to build the skills critical to success
in college and to stand out in the
admissions process
 For a full list of colleges and
universities that support AP
Capstone, visit:
collegeboard.org/apcapstone
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Credit and Placement Policies
Policies currently in place across the country include the
following:

 Credit for a core course in 
English that is both writingintensive and focused on
inquiry (a large, public
flagship).

 Credit for a first year
Independent Studies course
(a mid-sized, regional public
institution).
 Six elective credits per
course in the AP Capstone
program

Admittance to the Honors
program and a merit scholarship
for students who complete the
entire AP Capstone program
General education units for
students completing either or
both components of the AP
Capstone program and subjectspecific application of the
credits awarded for AP
Research after departmental
review of the student’s paper (a
large public flagship).
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Statewide University System Policies (so far)
 California State University system granting credit for
Critical Thinking for Seminar and reviewing Research
this fall
 Select Illinois campuses granting Elective and Eng. 101
credit
 Florida granting Interdisciplinary Critical Thinking credit
for AP Seminar and Interdisciplinary Special Topics credit
for AP Research
 SC, KY, W. VA, WI, OH, N.D –granting Gen. Ed. elective
credit for either course
 VA, IN, and LA are all in the process of convening faculty
reviews this summer and fall
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Specific Institution Policies and Policy Models
Here are some examples of
finalized credit policies:
 MIT is awarding 9 credits
(caution – they are on
quarters, not semesters) for
scores of 5 on both courses
 Texas State is treating
Capstone as they do a
completed IB diploma – an
award of credit hours,
placement into Honors, and
a scholarship

Other institutions are looking at:
 Modeling off of their IB plan
 Course match models to
•
•
•
•
•
•

English
Communications
Speech
Lower-level research course*
Lower-level independent study*
Lower-level interdisciplinary study*

 Competency models for those
degree plans that require, for
example a block of writingintensive units
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What about Other Institutions
 You can search for any institution’s credit and
placement policies for any AP here:
 https://apcourseaudit.epiconline.org/ledger/
 This site is updated on a routine basis.
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